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Mr Carl Cederschiold 

Mayor of the City of Stockholm 

 

 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Friends and Neighbours,  

 

I would first of all wish you most welcome to the Union of the Baltic Cities 5th General Conference 

and of course especially to Stockholm.  

 

The dragon ships of the Vikings; the broad-beamed ships of the Hanseatic League; the packet boats of 

the 1800s - they all crossed the waters of the Baltic as symbols of discovery, trade and commerce. It 

was on these waters they sailed, weaving together the histories of our countries in war and peace.  

 

Through centuries Stockholm was one of the important cities in the Baltic region. In fact, contact 

across the Baltic was lively right up until the second world war and its aftermath: the descent of the 

iron curtain 

 

In the last ten years, political, economic and technological conditions have once again changed the 

circumstances that influence Stockholm and the Baltic region. Today, there are renewed opportunities 

for nations, regions, companies and people to use their ideas, knowledge and efforts to create a viable 

future. 

 

In this light, we politicians have the important task before us of to further integration between our 

countries, generate opportunities and develop favourable criteria for trade, commerce and growth.  

 

The integration of the countries in East Europe into the European Union has become a priority. A 

shadow from the past still remains. It is of the utmost importance that law and order is applied and that 

the respect for life and property is maintained.  

 

The reverse - a new isolation of the nations of the former soviet block - would be a great danger to the 

peace in our region. That is the main reason why UBC strives to reduce the isolation and contribute to 

integration.  

 

Therefore, the UBC will continue its efforts towards openness. The best way of doing this is by 

building bridges of communication between the cities and regions of western and eastern Europe to 

facilitate the exchange of ideas and experiences. That’s why the theme of this 5th General Conference 

is ”EU enlargement in the Baltic Sea region – the role of cities, regions and states”.  

 

That theme also illustrates the importance of this network, the importance of this region and the 

importance of our cities. Since the foundation of UBC in Gdansk in September 1991, the number of 

member cities has grown from 32 to 92 cities from all 10 Baltic Sea states. Each of these cities has 

today widely developed networks of bilateral contacts with one another, cities. This creates a huge 

potential for co-operation and growth.  



Our member cities range from small towns with less than 10.000 inhabitants to multi-million 

metropolitan areas, all having a mutual interest - to enhance the welfare of their citizens through 

practical co-operation. 

 

In our globalised economy and in today's new Europe, there is often talk of cities and regions 

competing with one another. However, it is worth pointing out that the development of a city or an 

area benefit the entire region and, inversely, those problems in a country or a city are not of any 

benefit to the region in which they lie. It is from each other's development that we all benefit. 

 

The political institutions are necessary and important, but most important of all if we are to have a 

fruitful development in the Baltic region, is that industry and commerce invest and pursue trade in the 

area.  

 

From 1993 to 1997, trade in the Baltic region increased by 14 per cent each year. Commerce with the 

eastern part of the region has increased most, thus reducing the gap in the balance of trade. The Baltic 

countries and Poland have enjoyed a growth rate of about five per cent during recent years, and in the 

regional markets of St. Petersburg and Moscow, international competition is in full swing.  

 

This new more free trade across the Baltic has created the conditions under which the necessary 

structural changes can become a reality. Geographical proximity and historical ties can contribute to 

the division of labour and specialisation between countries in the Baltic region, but so can differences 

in living conditions and the structure of industries. Differences in welfare are powerful incentives to 

making progress.  

 

Companies that can adopt new technology and management capacity can quickly increase their 

productivity. The result will be competition for the best work force and the highest salaries. Thus, 

increased economic co-operation will lead to welfare benefits on both sides of the Baltic.  

 

The Stockholm region can offer strong competence in areas that are of vital importance to a positive 

development over, say, the next ten years. This applies to, among other things, it, health care, and the 

environment.  

 

We also belong to a region with high competence in media and biomedicine, which gives us the 

potential to strengthen, by working together, the Baltic region's competitive power in relation to the 

rest of the world within these strategic areas.  

 

Due to the changes that have taken place in the last decade, Stockholm has become geographically 

closer to the centre of events. North-eastern Europe offers major markets, and our objective is to 

quickly build up business relations and co-operate with partners across the Baltic in order to stimulate 

business.  

 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

With the fall of the iron curtain and in faced with the new millennium our region has great 

opportunities. And never before have so many leading local politicians from the countries around the 

Baltic sea been assembled at the same time in Stockholm which is a guarantee that many aspects of the 

region and its future will be on the agenda and debated.  

 

We intend to do our share to develop communications and to build bridges over the Baltic. It is with 

increased knowledge and developed networks between our cities, citizens, companies and authorities 

that we can lay the groundwork for a stable, longterm peace. This is the responsibility of all of us. 

 

Good luck and I hope you also have some time to see our beautiful capital.   
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Mr Anders Engstrom 

President of the Union of the Baltic Cities 

 

 

 

Honourable Guests, Dear UBC Friends, 

 

All of you are warmly welcome to the 5th UBC General Conference, hosted by the Swedish UBC 

Board member, Stockholm, which also happens to be the capital of Sweden. 

 

We are now in the middle of a great historic process. Our Baltic Sea region is emerging as a 

significant region in Europe characterised by peace, stable economic growth, social and environmental 

development and ever-growing co-operation at all levels.  

 

We all can note that our region is outstanding, probably in the world, in many respects. I think there is 

no region in the world where the contacts and co-operation across borders have developed so rapidly 

and in such a constructive way as in our Baltic Sea region. It is indeed promising, and many experts 

say that our region has prospects to become a European Tiger.  

 

Of course there are also fundamental problems. We shall not hide them or hope they will disappear by 

themselves. The ecological health of the Baltic Sea could be better. Economic differences between 

countries as well as within countries create social problems. Poverty is a reality for far too many. We 

must continue to work with these questions. 

 

In a few years, the Baltic Sea will be an inland sea of the European Union. This fact creates challenges 

not only for our eastern member cities, but also for us in the west. We can take my city, Kalmar, as an 

example. It was earlier considered as being located to a remote corner of Sweden. If we look at the 

map today, we are in fact in the centre of this promising region. I think all cities in our Union 

experience the same feeling of great changes.  

 

In this perspective, we must not forget Russia; we have four Russian member cities. Even if Russia 

will not become a member of the EU in foreseeable future, they will be our neighbours. It is important 

to have close cross-border co-operation with Russia and friendly relations. We must try to include our 

Russian member cities in our activities like we do with other members. We must avoid replacing the 

Iron Curtain with a Formalities Curtain or Bureaucracy Curtain that prevents us to have close ties with 

Russia. 

 

We all remember that only a few years ago the Iron Curtain divided our region into two almost 

hermetically separated parts, even if this situation almost has disappeared into a distant past in our 

minds. The development from the former to the new situation creates one of the great challenges also 

for our Union in the near future. 

 

Since our previous General Conference in Gdansk two years ago, UBC has undergone a rapid 

development. We are now 92 member cities, of which 18 have joined the Union since the Gdansk 

conference. More cities have also been actively involved in our work, for example in the UBC 

Commissions. 



The scope of our activities has broadened. We have three new Commissions, on Business 

Co-operation, on Education and on Urban Planning. They have carried out an impressive number of 

concrete actions, but I will not go into details now, it will take hours.   

 

I specially note with great satisfaction that UBC has grown more important not only as a tool for 

co-operation but also as a political pressure group. The voice of UBC is better heard than ever. Our 

new strategy document, which will be adopted tomorrow, will be very useful in this respect. We must 

learn to take advantage of our potential power in order to strengthen the city level and guard the 

interest of our cities in our region. 

 

European Union has also undergone a rapid change since our last General Conference. The most 

important for us is of course the start of the enlargement process, where the fundamental decisions 

were taken at the Amsterdam summit, resulting in the Amsterdam treaty, which came into effect 

earlier this year. Other important developments of the EU are of course the introduction of the 

common currency as well as the changes in the Commission and the growing importance of the 

European parliament. 

 

However, it is clear that we need to enhance the sub-national governmental level. Today the local 

authorities in the accession countries are not involved in the enlargement process. It is unfortunately 

largely still a matter only between national governments and the European Union. Nevertheless, the 

EU membership will affect virtually all aspects of city activities. Some sectors, like the environmental 

sector, will be very much affected and other sectors less, but it is hard to find sectors where EU 

influence will not be noticed.   

 

Consequently, if the local and regional level is not involved in the accession process, it will have bad 

consequences later. It is not possible for each individual city to prepare for EU accession for them - the 

problems are too complicated for this. To a very large degree, we must do that through our 

organisations, UBC as well as the various national associations of local authorities. UBC must 

co-operate with other networks, like BSSSC and CPMR on the regional level and Council of Baltic 

Sea States on the governmental level. UBC must continue to take initiatives in this field.  

 

But this is not enough; we need also financial support, which largely should come from the European 

Union. There is at present no planned continuation or replacement of BSPF or Intereg II C except for a 

small amount, around 4 million Euro, which is still unused.   

 

To learn and to adapt to the new situation is very demanding and time-consuming. We urgently need 

more financing for pre-accession projects. The most efficient way is to manage a program as well as to 

decide upon projects locally here in our region. This work does not have to be centralised to Brussels.   

 

One of the important tasks of UBC in the coming two years is to act in order to create such funding 

possibilities. This work should be carried out in co-operation with other networks in the Baltic Sea 

region as well as national associations of local and regional authorities. The prospects of success is 

greater if we can work together to archive this goal.  

 

These issues constitute the main message in the proposed draft resolution of this conference. You can 

find copies of it here in the premises. If you have opinions on the draft resolution, please forward them 

to the editorial committee. We can hopefully adapt a resolution tomorrow.  

 

Another important strategic issue during the next years is to continue work on implementing Agenda 

21 locally in the Baltic Sea region. Baltic Agenda 21 was adopted at the CBSS summit in Nyborg, 

Denmark, last year. UBC was commissioned to take responsibility for important parts of it and we 

have already started. But we also need funding for more projects in this field. If we shall have 



sustainable development in the Baltic Sea region, we must adapt to the demands and continue along 

the path to a better environment as well as economic and social cohesion in our region. 

 

Dear Friends, 

 

This 5th UBC General Conference is dedicated to the EU enlargement process in the Baltic Sea region. 

This affects us all, and I am convinced that this conference will be an important contribution of UBC 

to the enlargement process in the Baltic Sea region.  

 

I hereby declare the 5th UBC General Conference opened! 

 

 

 

 

 


